Meditation
for Schäuble

Wednesday, July 15, 2015
Arrival in Athens

12000 protestants in front of Greek Parliament
Greek parliament approves austerity measures in order to begin negociations over a
third bailout with the Troika

Thursday, July 16, 2015
Athens

The European Central Bank has increased
the liquidity support for Greek banks by 900
million euro whereas the euro zone finance
ministers have approved the bridge loan and
the three-year bailout programme				
Schäuble again advocates Grexit on time

Friday, July 17, 2015
Ferry to Paros

					
Greece requests EU for assistance in fighting huge forest fires
German parliament backs new bailout negociations

Saturday, July 18, 2015
Paros

					
German finance ministry dismisses speculation in German media about Schäuble considering resignation

Sunday, July 19, 2015
Paros

I saw myself floating in blue and then opening my mouth, a rainbow coming out of it and it went to him, onto his lap.
It really worked. The transformation into a color that fills you.
I saw all of us sending the rainbow actually.
I saw the body being filled with yellow, for me it was yellow and then I was
coming to him. It was like these two bodies filled with yellow coming together. It was very soothing. What really got me was the he is also part of
you. I thought fuck. It's creepy but it's true.
I was more into the sea, swimming. Trying to get deep into the sea. I had
difficulties about the loving. I was trying to focus but couldn't but then we
all swam in the sea. He also went swimming.

Monday, July 20, 2015
Paros

					
Greek banks re-open after three weeks with
daily withdrawal limit of 60 Euro at ATMs
VAT on groceries and food in restaurants rises from 13 to 23% as part of the austerity
measures
Greece starts to pay back 6.25bn Euro to
ECB and IMF from the 7.2bn Euro EFSM
loan
Merkel negates Grexit and debt cut

Tuesday, July 21, 2015
Paros
It was very good. I realized that I don't have any problems with him. So
this is good.
I had a lot of visuals, I was connecting with red thread from my mouth to
his mouth, I was tripping out. The pain was in my chest and then I imagined that it was like a crust and then I took the crust and gave it to him on
the wheelchair. And then it dissolved. Pretty amazing. But I was looking
at this man in a wheelchair. I was like, ok. The thing was heavy. And then
it was funny because it was building up from the last meditation because
in the last meditation his body was filled with yellow but today it was pink.
I imagined making a smoothie, yellow and pink filling his body. And then I
felt intense heat. But it's nice, it's amazing.... I thought you were gonna say
"breathe in air, breathe out Schäuble"
That was amazing. The meditation brought me to a swim. I was very much
in contradictions because I saw myself farting and shitting. And then these peacefulness of the sea and bla bla it would go together and because
of Schäuble it's always tricky to find the complete peace, I guess. Or think
you're gonna reach it, it's like your mind is stopping you like op, that's
when the shit came up at that point and the farting. So I just washed myself.

Shops in Paros are out of cigarettes
The Council of the EU agrees to new programme of about 109bn Euro

Wednesday, July 22, 2015
Paros

measures to be voted on
Greek banks have received 90bn Euro from
the ELA

Thursday, July 23, 2015
Ferry to Athens

Greek parliament approves second package
of measures

Thursday, July 23, 2015
Athens

Thursday, July 23, 2015
Athens

Thursday, July 23, 2015
Athens

Thursday, July 23, 2015
Athens

Thursday, July 23, 2015
Athens

Thursday, July 23, 2015
Athens

I couldn‘t forgive him. I was very unsuccessful. Maybe next time. I was
trying to think of excuses for him to be tough, male, bald guy, doing all
this harm around him. I try to find excuses, he went through this in his life,
haha. And then I was like, ok everyone goes through a lot of hardship and
still they don‘t act in this way. So it was much more of a rational thing for
me. I couldn‘t take the step.
For me it is very mixed because I know the inwards things also here that it
is our fault for many things so I am in between. But I kind of projected light
to the whole head offices of the thing so I didn‘t specify my thoughts in his
face. A little bit, I send him light, but I tried to send light to the whole thing.
My feet were numb. What really calmed me down was your voice and the
sound of water and the voices of the people passing by. It‘s very calming.
It‘s weird because I calmed down more now here than in my room.
And slowly slowly I started to see light and getting all the dark sides like
bubbles outside me and when you said Schäuble I see his face. So I created a circle of light around him and I saw him in his wheelchair so I did like
a outline of light. That was it kind of. It was distant, it wasn‘t negative. It
helped me if I visualize it with colors.

Friday, July 24, 2015
Departure to Berlin

Troika wants to loosen austerity measures
Greece asks IMF for another aid
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